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Assignment #5: Due April 17

• Below are links to articles/videos A1 and A2 (do both) Pulsars, B  Colliding 

Neutron Stars. Read/Watch one of A, B,  and write a short paragraph on 

what was in the video or article

A1   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVbbWrQhwck

A2  http://www.people.carleton.edu/~jweisber/binarypulsar/First-Binary-

Pulsar.html

B  https://www.space.com/38469-gravitational-waves-from-neutron-stars-

discovery-ligo.html

• The rest of the assignment uses Stellarium to explore different types of 

nebula. Start up Stellarium at a time of evening (like 9:00 PM) on March 15. 

Turn on the 2 constellation buttons at the bottom (constellation lines, labels) 

and the deep space objects button 9. You should now see red ellipses 

(galaxies), green squares (area with mostly emission nebulas), and yellow 

circles (star cluster); the Web version uses button 7 and just circles DSOs 

and doesn’t show as many unless you zoom in. Point to the South and find 

the Orion constellation. Just below the belt you should see M42 the Orion 

Nebula. Left click on it and write down the name,  the type (H II region), and 

Magnitude (4.0), and the distance if available. For the Web version some of 

this is in the Wikipedia link. Recall that with the magnitude scale, the lower 

the number the brighter the object. You can turn off the info by right clicking 

your mouse. Move to the constellation Taurus (to the right, or west, of Orion

and just below Perseus). Click on the Pleiades and write down the name, the 

type, the Magnitude, the distance, and a summary of the description. 

Continue moving to the right and down slightly until you find the 

Andromeda constellation. You should see 2-33 ellipses and one is the 

Andromeda galaxy. Write down the name, type, magnitude, and distance. 

Pick on your own 5 more “deep space objects”. Make a table with all 8 

DSOs listing the type and magnitude, and distance if it is given.

• Which nebula is the brightest in the sky (has the lowest Magnitude)? Which, 

of those where distance is given, is the furthest away? Note that the 

Andromeda Galaxy is the most distant object you can see with the unaided 

eye. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVbbWrQhwck

